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REPORT 

cf the 

ORE DRESSING AND METALLURGICAL LABORATORIES 

Investii;ation No , 2069. 

Investigation of Hard Drawn Spring Wire 
As Used In The Twin-Pin Clothes Pin 

======= 

Origin of Material; 

On July 18, 1946, these Laboratories received 

a  request for assistance in evaluating the suitability 

of clothes  pin sprine wire, from Mr. C.  7Y..  Crocker, Re-

gional  Representative, Department of  Reconstruction and 

Supply, through  the Technical Information Service. 

In the accompanying letter  dated July 6 0  1946 

from Ur,  Crocker and a subsequent communication  from Mr. 

A. hardisty, Manager, Twin-Pin Company, Limited  dated 

July 22,  1946, it was revealed that: 

1 . The wire  tas  purchased from the Steel 

Company of Canada as "14 gauge, galvanized, wiped  clothes 

pin spring  wire, 55/60 carbon". 

00.'0 20 
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(Original of itterial Contvd) 

a. The spring for  the  clothes pin was  for-
med in a machine constructed by Mr. Hardisty. 

Zt. That after some months the spring be-

comes slack and the clothes pin falls apart. 

Information was requested regarding the suits-

bility.of the wire for thU type of clothes pin 

and the bonding of spring wire and machines used for 

this purpose. 

Obtee_of . Investigationg 

To evaluate the spring wire in respect to its 

suitability for this design of clothes pin °  

PROÇEDUREe:  

1 Visual Feamination. 

PLgures 1 and 2 ara photographs 

of the spring wire as formed and in the assembled clothes 

pin. It was noted that some springs appeared weak and 

others strong in the  assembled pin. Figure 3 is a photo-

graph showing the permanent set induced in the spring 

form as a result of the assembling operation °  Some of 

the springs failed in the forming operation. Ftgure 4 is 

a photograph of a tical failure. 

2 0  Chomigal Analysizu 

Table  I  lists the reSults of the 

chemical analysis of samples from two different coils. 

For comparison purposes only A.S.T.M. Specification A-22?- 

41 for hard drawn spring steel wire ip also given. 

■•■ 
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Condition of the Wire Vickers 
Nos. 

194000-20e0(.1 
231,000 
231 0 000 
234,000 
234,600 

omarommeetreeensbiloldel.+IMMIN. 
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TABLE T 

Chemical Analysis 

1 . 	2. 

A.S.T.M. A-227-41 Analysis Spec, 

Manganese 
Phosphorus 
Sulphur 
Silicon 

ee.reww,gaer epaAneas■ caer9.9.P.M.16*.dane,,,,,  

	

1.0S 	1„07 

	

0.015 	0.008 

	

0.031 	04 028 

	

0.16 	0.19  

0.45 - 0.75 
0.6o - 1.20 

,04,5 max. 
.050 max. 

0.10 - 0.30 

Carbon 	+0.51 	0.68 

- Carbon content Is only approximate due to difficulty 
in shearing small samples for analysis. 

3. Microsconc_pxamination: 

Transverse and longitudinal sect-
ions were taken from both satisfactory and unsatisfactory 
spring wire, mounted, etched end examined under the micro. 
scoPs. Figure 6 is a photomicrograph of the normal sorbi-
tic structure of the transverse  area. Pliure 7 is a photo. 

. micrograph of the longitudinal area showing the elongated 
grains of a typical hard drawn structure. No differences 
were noted in the microstructure between the satisfactory 
and unsatisfactory wire examined. 

4. aellal Tests: 

Both hardness and tensile tests 
were taken on various conditions of the wire. The results 
are summarized ln Table 11  below. All hardness readings 
were taken on a Vickers Hardnees Testing Machine (30 Kilos 
load) and the resulte obtained converted to Rockwell "0" 
Scale values and approximate tensile strehgths. Tensile 
tests were performed after galvanizing had been removed 
from the test pieces on a 20,000 lb. Baldwin.Southwark Ten-
sile Machine (2 0 000 lb 0  scale) and values obtained converted 
to approximate Rockwell "C" hardness numbers. 

TABLE_II 

----EraUate—a-
R"C"Nos. tensile 
by con- strength 
version by conver- 

slon 

Coil wire prior to 1 420-434 42-44 
straightening and 	t 	 47 
forming (as recgd). I 47 
Satisfactory springs 

	. 
48 

were subeequently 	 48 
formed from thie wire 
with normal breakage 

Strength 
(actual 
tests) 



241,000  
243,000  

49 
49 

^ 

Ure  frein a coil 
in which there ap- 
peared to be au un- 
sual number of 

fractures in form-
ing. 

49 
49 

Springs which frac-
tured ln forming. 
ow reading close 

to the fracture, 
igh reading ln 

the unaffected wire 

409-444 41-4. 
409-439 41-44.5 

189,000-212,000 
189,000.212 9 000 

sere 

soMpofflot.peaueens 

238,000  
237,400  
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TABLE. 11 	(contld) 

willeaerekve.e»reemearemeareenge x.ey...... 

ondition of the 
Wire 

b. 
oil wire aftor 
traightening and 
rior to forming 

,,-.. 

"---1 

-. —_—z-eritire-rrerz—rrersTr. e...7  

Vlçkors R"C"Nos,, sile strength Strength 
No 	by con- by Conversion (actual tests 

version 	P.e.i. 	 poes o t, ' 

pring wire from a4402-454 
ambled pins which 1406-457 
appeared weak and 409-429 
likely to fail in 406-422 
service  

41-45 
41.45 
41.6-43 
41-42 

45 

1189,000..212,000 
1 189,000-212,000 

193,000.200,000 
189 5 000.-196 »  000 

210,000 

d 
prings which were 
slack in the assemw 
led pin: A-read-
ngs on the work-
ng arm. 13-the crl-
teal bend where 
he wire passes un-
er the pin. C-read 
ngs on the wire 
assing under ehe 
in 

44 0 b=46 1208 9 000-220 9 000 
4(4 0 5=46 216,2,00.2209 000 

	

40,46 	212 9 000-220 9 000 

	

43-44 	200,000.208 9 000 
44-44.5 204,000-2169 000 
44,5-46 1208 9 000-2209 000 

A1467-44 
467-47 
459.47 
432-449 
41-462 
444-47 

A.S.T.M. • -227-41 specifies tensile limits of 

;21000 . to 	p,s o l o  for 14 gauge9 hard drawn spring 

"groe fle£1c A.30e0 Iiandbook9  1939 Edition (page 984) lists ” 

a hardness  rance. of  Rockwell "0" 41 to 45 for hard drawn 

000. at% 5 

fte■II.O.Mee 

earlIMMIlemble.saireaueemx..... ■ 
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eprtng steel used in cold forming small helical coils. 

Compare the resulte obtained with both of these spool-

tications 

PhYsleal Te$t el. and chemical analysis  

suit #1  #1 were bothADbtained from the same coil, Similarly 

test (e) and analysis #2 were obtained  front  the same coil, 

Apparently diffieulty in producing satisfactory pins in-

creased with the increased carbon content, although the 

wire still fell within the limite  of A.S.T.M. Specifics-

teen 11.227-41. 

DqUag.2.1: 

The stress analysis of this type 

of clothes pin was detormined, Assuming 14'gauge hard 

drawn spring wire conforming to A.S.T.M. Spec. A-227-41 

it can be shown that the maximum oaf% working stress with 

intermittent loading is approximately 489 000 p.s.i. This 

is a torsional shear stress eating at the critical point 

where the wire passes under the pin. The actual working 

stress which Is developed at thie point was found to be 

approximately 200 9 000 1,,,J010, almost four times greater 

than the safe allowable stress. (See Appendix X) Atten-

tion is also called to the sharp right angle bends at 

points A and B (see figs. 1 9  4) and the resulting deforma-

tion on the inside of the bend (fig. 5) 

cc 00 

Discussion: ========== 

It was reported that some difficultris experien-

ced in assembling the clothes pin 1,e0 breakage of the 

wire In the forming operation and slackness of the spring 

1:# the assembled clothes pin. In addition »  the service 

• 0 0 0  
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life of this typo of clothes pin was reported to be 

eomewhat shorter than 'that normally expected. 

No differenees were noted in the microstructure 

between satisfactory and unsatisfactory ere. The wire 

hae a normal patented and Cold drawn structure. 

The . chemical analysis revealed nothing unusual, 

A.S.T.M. Specification A-227-41 being very similar. The 

physical tests also fall within the limite of either thie 

specification or the physical requirements of a typical 

specification for a hard drawn pring steel used In cold-

:Coming smell helical colls. +  However, a definite tendency 

was noted between the increaned carbon content, the 

hardness and the number or failures in the forming operation. 

It is reported that an inerease in the nuMber-of failures 

In  forming occur as the carbon content increases. With 

satiefactory ere, the hardness values were R °O° 41-45 

and the carbon content approximately 0.55 pee cent  Q When 

the carbon content increased to 0.68 per cent with a cor.

reponding increase in hardness to R "O n  49 0  the number or 

failures in the forming operation also increased. Note 

however that the wire still falls within the limits of 

ASTM A-227-41. It would appear that although the wire 

still conforms to specification, it is not the most  suit 

able  for this particular application; Its suitability 

decreasing as the composition of the wire approaches either 

limit of the specification 0 viire of higher carbon content 

will cause the failure in forming while that of lower 

carbon content will permit permanent set and slackness in 

the assembled pin. 

0 0 0 0 P 7 0 

Uandbook, 1939 Edition, Pages 983-4. 
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The design develops a high working stress (tor-

sional Shear) at the critical bends where the wire passes 

under the pin. It can be shown that the actual working 

stress (200,000 p o s ° 1 ° ) Is far in excess of the maximum 

safe, working stress (48,000 p o s e i u ) for hard drawn spring 

wire'loaded intermittently and conforming to ASTM A-227-41. 

The sharp right angle bends at points A and B (fig, 1 ° ) act 

as stress raisers, i,e, actually raise the stress at these 

corners above the apparent maximum stress being applied and 

increase the probability of failure at A and B. This is 

substantiated in figures 4 and 5, photographs of a typical 

failure, A larger radius at these points .  would help to 

counteract this stress,..raising.effect, When the service 

stress accompanies the assembling and forming stresses,  if  ' 

fracture has not occurred, short service lire will result. 

. The type of failure will be determined by (a) the magnitude 

of variable stresses  and/or (b) whether the wire is on the 

high or low side Of the chemical specification° 

Conclusions: ==esessms 

1, The wire has a normal patented and cold 

drawn structure °  No differences were noted in the micro-

structure between satisfactory and unsatisfactory wire 

examined. 

2, The chemical and physical properties of 

this wire conforms to A°S.T.M, Specification A-227-41 and 

in the samples . examinod were consistently within these 

limits °  

3. It Would appear that the wire supplied is 

aeoording to specification but for this particular eiellea-

tion is not the most suitable. Unsatusfactory springs oc-

cur when the wire varies from the average to the low or high 

limits or the specification. 
0 0 00 eD 
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(Gcanelusl'ong contFd)

A. Severa1 iander2i.x°ab1.et foar;ures were notead

In the c3osce:;no It develops a high working stress (tcar-

si.onal sheaar ) groai:ly in excoss of the maximum 9afca work-

f►..ng stvGsso Hnnce: a short service life may be expoctad,

The stress-rai.sing effect of the sharp 9021 bendz further

4ggravate this condwt 3. ona

5. With w3.re of high carbon c°.vintantn the Uke-

lihood of x'ulJLura Qcc.lari.n.g in the ferxning operation is 1n-

ax+Qasad, With wl.ro on the low si.da of the carbonk range

and in conjua•acti.on with the severe stresses outlined in

the discusis3 on, slacWicss will occur In the assembled pin.,

Fteuor^ne^aar^at.^.on€^ â

Tho performance oa.^ the. spring wi.ro with this pnrp

f:icu].ar design would be improved part:t.ally bya

(a) A larger bond radius at the points A end

B (fig. 1o ) consistent with satis"Etctc)rly aosaa1lbllngo

(b), Chaxlgi.ng to an oil-tempored spring c°Jâ.ro

or a cold dayavaa wire of heavier gauge with the same or

higher physical propert3.eq. The abâlity of the forming

machina to bend the vaire,, the recoil in forming and the

pressure required to spraad the jaws of the assembled pin

are 11ra:li:in^ factors, Trial lots would datexi1lne the sul.tam

bi:l.ity of the wiro, Since the product is In the low pri.ee

fleldo the cost factor would be the prit<<a consideration in

changinf, to a di.fa.'eroxat gauge or w:tr®Q

Hoyvaverp in vJvw of the u.ndan9.rable features of

the design, It isfaa..i; that the remedial wffeet of the abovo

suggestions would be very s1Lghta t'Vit:Fa a chango in design

to incorporate a héiicaal, coil at the point-where the wire

0 0 0 0 0 9 p
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(Recommendations canted) 

passes under the pin, better performance would be assurad 

since: 

1, The working stress would be're.iu, 	con der 

 to within safe limits. 

2. The stress-raising effect of the sharp 900  

banda would be totally eliminated at that critical point. 

A further advantage to such a change in design 

would be the utilization of a les  s expensive wire than is 

now.used.. 

000000000000 
000000 

00 

(igee—rUrrroIre7) 
KBY:BP 	 (on Primp 10.  and 11. 	) 



Figure 1. Fir,ure  2.  

Ft 

Figure 3 ,  Ellàg1L.1 

(Pale 10) 

CLOTHES PIN SPRING AS  FORMED . 

(Note the sharp 900  bends at A and B) 
A:›SEMBLED  CLOTHES PIN. 

• 

THE  3ET  INDUCED AS A RESULT 
OF THE ASSEMBLY OPERATION. 

TYPICAL DEFECTIVE SPRING 
FROM  THE FORMING OPERikTION. 

(Compare with Figure 1 - 
note cracks at  A and B) 

Figure  5
. 

THE  FRACTURE AT  POINT  A, 

(Note deformation on inside of the  bend) 

(See Figure 4.) 
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FiLrure 6 

X500 1  nithl etch. 

TYTICAL SORBITIC STRUCTURE OF TRANSVERSE 
AREA  (near  the surface of the wire) 

alb 

FI:zure 7. 

X5L,O, nital ' etch. 

TYPICAL LONGITUDINAL ARZA (elongatb ,i 
grains are characteristic of a  cold 
drawn structure). 

••■•■••.Mila 

(An  Appendix follows,) 
on?ae  12 to 15. ) 
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(Investigation of Hard Drawn Spring Wire 
As Used In the Twin Pin  C lothos Pin, eontqd) 

APPEaDIX frse . 	tg,r; 

Referring to the abc,lio dkt,111, it la,seen 

that the total stress acting on point 3 is composed of a 

torsional shear stress (the working stress) and static residual 

stresses developed in the forming and assembling operations. 

Of these s  the working strees  in the most important since in 

the assembled pin, It alone varlea. 

When the load  in  applied at Le  the wire is twisted 

at B. When the torque in  removed and if the torsional yield 

point hae not been exceeded, the reSillenciof the wire will 

return the spring to its former shme. However, with repeated 

applications of the load the torsional yield point is exceeded, 

permanent set occure and the ere slackens, rendering the 

clothes pin useless. 

The - load L required to spread the jaws of the pin 

wae found for both jaws on six clothes  pins  s  selected at 

random from a dozen ready for market. These readings were 

10# - 16# (12 readings s  ave u  

Assuming the average pin using this type and sise  
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(Appendix, contid) 

of wire requires a load of 13 lbs. 

If  Lm applied load 
resultant reacting force about Aj  

Pee resultant force on the spring at 0. 

Taking moments about A 

Let) e Fix a. 
lx  

Fi e= 14.9 lbs. 

Taking moments about B 

F1 x.,,X 	m F2 x Y 
14,9Yx 1-5/8° 	x  

F2  = 13.55 lbs. 

The stress concentration is at point B of the wire. 

Part of the force F2 le taken up by the deflection of the 

arm 11112 Q Therefore it will give an added measure of safety 

to our calculations  if  nr is considered a stiff member and 

that the whole of F2 is transmitted directly at B. 

Therefore Torque = F2 x Y 
re 13,55 x 
m 20.4 in lbs. 

• The reaction of the wooden slot in which the spring 

fits counteracts the bonding effect of F2 on the wire passing 

under the pin. Hence) at B only the torsional effect need 

be conSidered. 

The torsion formula T m Ss J where T'= Torque In In.-lbs. 
Ss= max unit shearing 

stress in p.s40 
= polar moment of Inertia 

r = radius of the wire, ins 

Por a solid circular section J = Yrr4  

and 14 sauge  wire has a diameter = .080" 

Therefore Se  =Txr 
J 

= 20.4 x .04 
.L(14) 4  

= 204 000 p.s 1. 

= unit shear stress actually developed 
in the spring 

= unit working strese 
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(Appendix, cont'd) 

(2) 	Aa a Cheek on the value obtained for 84 (204..000 

p08.1.), the defleotion of point C was roughly measured for 

both Jaws of six pins. It was roughly estimated that 0 moves 

a distance of greater than 3/10" at right andles to "Y" when 

the jaw  is  spread 10e0 x al .30 oe bigher. 

When X = only .291 ins 0  

then ex = tee° 	.291 
rffl 

= 12° 

Also S = 
1 

It  Y moves throush 12e 
0=  12 tir 

180  

where r = radius of the wire 
= .04" 
= angle of twist in radians 

es= shearing modulus of elasticity 
12 x 100  

1 = length of the arm that is 
twisted 
p e) length of the arm 

passing under the pin since 
only one jaw ls being 
operated at a time. 

= ,20e radiana 

and  $s  '2 	e 2°22.12a222pell 
05 

= 2000 000 p.s.i. 

This value is a close  check  on the previously esttmated working 
stress. 

(5) 	The following quotations are extracted from "The 

Design of Machine Maulers" by A. Vallance,(p. 164J 

(a)"Tests indicate that the yield stress In torsion is 

approximately ee of the ultimate strength in tension for oil-
tempered wire and 35,% for hard drawn wire." 

(b)"The sate working stress should not exceed 80% of the 

tersional yield stress and It the spring is continuously tlub-

jected to rapid load fluctuations, the working stress, must 
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(Appendix9  cont?d) 

be reduced 25 to 50%. n  

Consider 14 gauge hard drawn spring wire conforming 

to A.S.T,M. Specification A-227-41 0  The tensile strength 

would tall between 2100 000 p.s.i. and 254 9 000 p.e.i. If 

on the lower limit • 
• 

the torsional yield stress = 35 x 2109 000 = 73 9 500 p.s.i. 
5,766 . 

and therefore the safe working stress tor intermittent loading 

= SO x 73,800  x 75 = 44 9 000 p.s.i. or lower, depending upon 

the value between 25 and 60% arbitrarily selected. 

Similar1y9  If on the upper  1imit 9  
the  iare  working stress = 530 300 p.s.i. 

Therefore the safe working stress lies between 

44,000  p.s.i  or poseibly lower (see above) and 539 300 

A figure of 48 9 000 is arbitrarily selected. 

Compare, the safe working stress (489 000 p.s.io 

approx,) with the actual working stress (200 0 000 p.s.i. approx.). 

Ottawa, Ont. 
August 150  1946, 
KBY:LB. 


